Havsnäs Wind Farm
A guide on Health and Safety
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About Nordisk Vindkraft

“

Nordisk Vindkraft is committed to safeguarding good

work conditions when developing large scale wind farms
in Sweden

”

Arne Lorenzen
MD of Nordisk Vindkraft

Nordisk Vindkraft was formed in 2001 and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
the RES Group, headquartered in London. From its offices in Gothenburg
and Östersund Nordisk Vindkraft develops finances and builds large-scale
wind farms in Sweden.
Nordisk Vindkraft is one of the leading wind energy project developers in the
Nordic countries. In Havsnäs, we have developed and built the largest wind
farm in Sweden to date. This successful project demonstrated our expertise
in the development, construction and operation of wind farms. We have
extensive experience of working in extreme climatic conditions. To date,
Nordisk Vindkraft has installed 120MW of capacity, and has a large pipeline
of projects under development in Sweden, Finland and Norway.
Drawing on decades of experience in the renewable energy and construction
industries, our enviable track record in project delivery in Sweden has given
us a reputation for excellence that is second to none.
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Introduction

This guide has been developed by Nordisk Vindkraft in co-operation
with Energimyndigheten (the Swedish Energy Agency). The main
purpose is to raise the attention to work environment matters when
developing, constructing and operating large-scale wind farms in the
northern parts of Sweden.
The Swedish wind industry is relatively young. Work Environment
Management and legal awareness has been identified by the Swedish
Government as one crucial factor for ensuring sound and rapid
development of the industry.
Havsnäs is to date the largest onshore wind farm in Sweden. Whilst
developing this project, Nordisk Vindkraft has gained extensive
experience and developed a profound understanding of the
prerequisites for the Swedish large-scale wind industry. The wind
farm’s size, complexity and geographical location near Strömsund in
Jämtland qualify the project as an excellent pilot study.
Preventing accidents and ill-health largely depends on your
knowledge, competence and the resources you are able and willing
to spend. The key for success is a pro-active approach. During the
Havsnäs project, Nordisk Vindkraft has spent considerable amount of
time and effort on the management of Work Environment. We hope
our gained experience will be beneficial for our industry as a whole.
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Havsnäs wind farm - timeline
Spring/Summer 2010:
Operation and Maintenance commenced
• Area: 20 x10 kilometres
• Turbines: 48 (45 Vestas V90 2.0 MW & 3 1.8 MW) 95 metre hub height
• Effect: 95.4 MW
• Equivalent no.of house-holds / year: 50.000
• No. of Nordisk Vindkraft permanent staff: approx. three
Spring 2008 – Spring 2010:
Construction:
• More than 30 kilometres of new site track
• More than 500 trailers of material delivered to site
• Approximately 150 people speaking 14 different languages, at site during the
most intensive construction phase.
2003:
Initial development of the wind farm commenced
Expected life-cycle: +25 years
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About this guide
This guide is divided into a number of sections;
•
•
•
•
•

Site Development and Planning (Development)
Construction
Operation and Maintenance (O & M)
Decommissioning and Disposal (Decommissining)
General Findings (Findings)
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This is a way of illustrating Work Environment Management with a life-cycle approach. As in any project the
development of a wind farm is not a linear process. In reality the different project phases have been and will always be
overlapping and interlinked. This is the reason why the last part of this guide highlights general findings, more or less
generic for all phases.
The wind industry is largely an international operation. This guide is written in English for the purpose of trying to
reach as many readers as possible. For your convenience a glossary can be found on page 70.

The case study – Havsnäs wind farm
As a member of the RES group, Nordisk Vindkraft has access to extensive experience of developing and constructing
large-scale wind farms. Nordisk Vindkraft has strived to develop the wind farm as safely as possible. The company
Work Environment Management system has been developed based on the system used within RES in the UK and
Ireland. The procedures, guidance and documentation have been reviewed and developed to ensure legal compliance
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and management according to best practice in Sweden.
As you would expect from a project of the magnitude of Havsnäs there have been challenges along the way. Some
of these have resulted in situations where Nordisk Vindkraft has worked closely with Arbetsmiljöverket ( the Swedish
Work Environment Authority, SWEA) to gain even more experience and work in an even more pro-active manner in the
future.

Methodology
There are a number of methods you can choose to conduct a study on work environment within the wind industry.
Nordisk Vindkraft has chosen to highlight a number of important areas and tasks by reproducing information given
by a number of individuals in interviews, questionnaires and on-site visits. All photographic material is authentic.
This chosen methodology has called for dedication and generosity of a number of professionals representing Nordisk
Vindkraft, RES and a number of external bodies, partners and consultants. Some of these individuals are introduced
below.
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Personal Gallery

Alan Derrick
Senior Technical Manager

Christer Norlén
Site Inspector

Kent Eriksson
Head of Generation (O&M)
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Anders Bernholdsson
Project Engineering Co-ordinator

Arne Lorenzen
MD of Nordisk Vindkraft

Georgina Rofique
RES Group H&S Advisor

Ingemar Bergvall
Construction Electrical Engineer

Lars Persson
Site Inspector

Magnus Hopstadius
O&M Engineer

Magnus Mattsson
Development Project Manager

Margareta Stark
Assistant Site Manager

Mats Gyllklint
Construction Project Manager

Nicholas Bibby
Project Engineering Co-ordinator

Pelle Bergschöld
Engineering Manager

Rolf Rubensson
Site Manager

External participants:
Agneta Axelsson, Work Environment Inspector, Arbetsmiljöverket
Andreas Johansson, Supervisor North Region, Vestas Northern Europe
Ingemar Norlén, Work Environment Inspector, Arbetsmiljöverket
Peter Rehnman, Planning Operator, Trafikverket
Sven-Artur Engström, Spokesperson for the village council, Havsnäs

* Note: the Acknowledgements page 72 for
additional people who have contributed to
production of this guide.
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Depending on your current knowledge level you might find it useful to read the following section on work environment and legal pre-requisites in
Sweden.
Definition of “arbetsmiljö”:
A definition of the term “arbetsmiljö” (work environment) can be derived from Arbetsmiljölagen, SFS 1977:1160 (the Work Environment Act) chapter
one, section one.
“The purpose of this Act is to prevent ill-health and accidents at work and generally to achieve a good working environment.”
To succeed you need to have a pro-active approach, where you investigate and act on your findings to obtain continuous improvement of your work
environment. This includes reaching the targets set to prevent ill-health and accidents.
Arbetsmiljölagen and Arbetsmiljöförordningen:
Arbetsmiljölagen;passed by Parliament came into force on July 1. 1978. In line with this Act, the Government passed Arbetsmiljöförordningen; SFS
1977:1166 (the Work Environment Ordinance), containing certain supplementary rules.
Föreskrifter:
Arbetsmiljölagen defines the framework for a number of “föreskrifter” (Provisions) more commonly known as “AFS” issued by Arbetsmiljöverket. These
Provisions contain more detailed stipulations and obligations with reference to the working environment. For example, they may concern hazards and
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* Note! When delegating Work Environment tasks the employer must ensure that the proper knowledge, know-how, experience and resources match
the delegated tasks.

risks such as, mental stress and physical loads, dangerous substances or machinery.
Systematiskt arbetsmiljöarbete:
The Provision “Systematiskt arbetsmiljöarbete” AFS 2001:1, gives you an overview and basic knowledge about how to build and maintain your
organisation´s Safety Management. It summarises the European and Swedish work environment regulations into a few sections highlighting the most
important steps you need to take. This is where you find the basic requirements on how to operate and document your Safety Management System.
Roles and responsibilities*:
It is the employer who carries the main responsibility for the work environment. Having said this Arbetsmiljölagen stipulates that the employer and the
employee shall co-operate to establish a good working environment. In reality there are a number of legal entities who carry responsibility as well as a
number of tasks that need to be delegated within an organization to safe guard Work Environment in all operations.
Member of the European Union:
As a member of the European Union, Sweden is part of an even larger judicial system. The Member States share many rules and regulations, but there
are still differences to take into account. A good example of a common development process is the amendments Sweden made to follow The Council
Directive 92/57/EEC on the implementation of the requirements on minimum safety and health on temporary or mobile construction sites.
Judging by the wording of the Directive, development is needed for a good reason;

“Unsatisfactory architectural and/or organisational options or poor planning of the works at the project preparation stage have played a role in more
than half of the accidents occurring on construction sites in the Community”.
New roles introduced:
For the above mentioned reasons, Chapter three of Arbetsmiljölagen and the Provision “Byggnads och anläggningsarbete” AFS 1999:03 have been
amended to help you take on the challenges involved when being responsible for executing Building and Construction Work. An illustrating example of
this development is the introduction of two new roles; the BAS-P* and the BAS-U*.
In projects of any significance there has to be a person or legal entity commanding the totality of the project preparation and design, capable of leading
and co-ordinating health and safety matters at this stage. One important part of this work involves getting architects, structural engineers and others
taking part in the project preparation and design to take each other’s plans and solutions into account. An additional vital task suitable for the appointed
BAS-P would be to draw up the project’s “arbetsmiljöplan” (the Health and Safety Plan). When the baton is passed from the BAS-P to the appointed
BAS-U the attention should be on the planning of the work, making sure that work environment issues are addressed when Method Statements are
agreed and work equipment selected. Ongoing co-ordination also includes updating the Health and Safety Plan making sure that all interested parties
have received and given accurate information.
*Footnote BAS stands for ByggArbetsmiljöSamordnare. A “Building Work Environment Co-ordinator”. P stands for the Swedish words “Planering” and
Projektering” (Planning/Design) and U for “Utförandet” (Execution). This indicates responsibility from a project time-line perspective.
Note! When delegating Work Environment tasks the employer must ensure that the proper knowledge, know-how, experience and resources match the
delegated tasks.
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As the executor of Building and Construction work it is your responsibility to appoint yourself or somebody else as the BAS-P and BAS-U. As a general
rule you maintain responsibility for the tasks performed by the BAS-P and BAS-U – a good reason for being careful about whom you appoint.
You need to have qualified BAS-P and BAS-U on your projects by January 1 2011. For more detailed information regarding roles and responsibilities
relevant on your projects, contact Arbetsmiljöverket.
Sources of information:
Arbetsmiljölagen, Arbetsmiljöförordningen and the AFSs are always in a process of development. You need to keep yourself updated. There are also a
number of additional Authorities and Agencies with the responsibility for issuing rules and regulations relevant to health and safety at work.
Below are a few useful sources of information and contact points:
Arbetsmiljöverket
Address: Arbetsmiljöverket, 112 79 Stockholm
Phone: + 46 (0)8-730 90 00
Fax: + 46 (0)8-730 19 67
E-mail: arbetsmiljoverket@av.se
Additional information on: www.av.se
Elsäkerhetsverket (National Electrical Safety Board)
Address: Elsäkerhetsverket, Box 4, 681 21 Kristinehamn
Phone: + 46 (0)550 851 00
Fax: + 46 (0)550 851 01
E-mail: registrator@elsakerhetsverket.se
Additional information on: www.elsakerhetsverket.se
A portal for Swedish public administration and legal information: www.lagrummet.se
Your local municipality can also be an excellent provider of relevant information, e.g. on matters related to the Rescue Services.
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Disclaimer
References and additional sources of information will be given throughout this guide. However, the main purpose is not to
provide the reader with all the applicable rules and regulations. Some referenced material is available in other languages
than Swedish. To avoid any confusion we will primarily use the Swedish titles.
Nordisk Vindkraft does not take on legal responsibility for any action taken after reading this guide. Nor should Nordisk
Vindkraft be viewed as a legal advisor. Smaller organisations without the necessary knowledge, competence or resources
available to them, might want to consider seeking specialist advice from an independent Work Environment Consultant.
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Site development and planning

Alan Derrick
Senior Technical Manager

Alan, you were one of the first at Nordisk Vindkraft to visit the Havsnäs site.
Please share your experience from the early project phases.
Alan: -In 2003 we started off by identifying the site from maps and wind-speed models. Back then it was a very
limited number of people involved. I can honestly say that we paid a lot of attention to developing a safe project even
though it was early days. This is largely because the team involved had been part of a number of projects prior to
Havsnäs. We were, for example, aware of the fact that the climate was always going to be
an important factor to take into account when building in the northern parts of Sweden.
One important thing which happens early in a wind farm project is the positioning
of the met masts. Can you give your thoughts on these masts and the way they
can affect people working with them?
Alan: -Initially there was only one met mast, plus some heated instrumentation on the
already existing Telecom masts. What we knew of, but had to learn much more about, was
that ice will have an impact on the safety of masts. The mast can even come down due to
the load of ice being built up. In the end we only used ice-rated met masts. Basically this
means chunkier material and wires which can carry greater loads of ice.
What was the situation at Havsnäs?
Alan: -When confirming access routes for the masts we found it wise to use local staff and
pay special attention to information provided by the landowners. We avoided a number of
risky situations by using routs and tracks that only the locals would know about. They were
not on any maps. For us, this was an important lesson learnt.
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TIPS!

How did you get all material out into the forest?
Alan: -We needed to use quad-bikes with trailers for the equipment. We
also needed to take down a few trees. General knowledge of hand-held
machinery such as chainsaws did apply. Your ability to conduct tree-felling
and drive a quad bike safely is something you should consider. In the
Havsnäs case, the conditions ruled out bringing in material to build the
mast via tractor. We needed a helicopter to lift the material on to site.
Did you arrange the helicopter lifts yourselves?
Alan: -No, again we used a local helicopter company. Unloading the
segmented mast and other related equipment via helicopter is potentially
one of the highest risk aspects of the project. We made sure to use a well
qualified and experienced partner. In the Havsnäs case we needed about
dEVELOPMENT
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Consider implications of:
• Positioning, assembling and
disassembling
• Use of local staff
• Use of off-road vehicles and
helicopters
• Tree-felling
• Working on uneven surfaces
• Lone working
• Digging
• Excavations
decommissioning

Findings
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five different lifts to get the material to site. It was the helicopter company who decided on how we should provide our
material so that they could lift and deliver safely. What we provided was our staff at the drop-point with high visibility
vests and hard hats on, indicating where we wanted the material delivered.
What about the erection of the masts?
Alan: -The masts are very flexible structures; it requires experienced people to erect them without them collapsing. Initially
we had an experienced foreign supervisor for the team. The situation was a bit unsettling for him at times having less
experienced people involved. Now Nordisk Vindkraft has
its own experienced Swedish team based in Hudiksvall.
LEARN MORE
Ths is an important development, not least from a safety
perspective.

Ensamarbete; AFS 1982:03

Användning av personlig skyddsutrustning; AFS 2001
Mast och stolparbete; AFS 2000:06
Användning av motorkedjesågar och röjsågar; AFS 2000:02
Användning av arbetsutrustning, AFS 2006:04
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Nicholas Bibby
Project Engineering Co-ordinator

AccessIbility

Anders and Nicholas; You work as Project Engineering Co-ordinators. What is your role in a wind
farm project?
Nicholas: -We act as engineering support which means being responsible
for the pre construction development of the site infrastructure and site
access.

Anders Bernholdsson
Project Engineering Co-ordinator

Tell us more about the accessibility studies you conduct.
Anders: -In Nordisk Vindkraft we do specific accessibility and engineering studies. We do this for all sites and
identify where we need additional information. With our computer simulations we can avoid making the wrong decisions.
How does that affect the Work Environment?
Anders: -We reduce the risk of accidents happening by
identifying the key points of concern early on in a project.

“

Making sure there will be sufficient amount of space

on the construction site is very much a safety issue.

Nicholas: -What we initially needed to attend to in the
Havsnäs case was the route from the nearest port to the
boundary of the site. The size of the port is important since we need very large areas to be able to operate our equipment
in a safe manner.

”

INVESTIGATION OF ACCESS POINTS AND ROADS
You obviously do a lot of access studies. Any other area where this applies?
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Anders: -Yes, we use CAD Auto-track (also known as a swept path analysis) and to us this is a very important tool to
avoid dangerous situations with the transports of the turbines. We may have several routes on to a site. By using computer
simulations we can pin-point the most important areas where we want to send teams for further investigations. By doing
so, we limit our exposure to dangerous parts of the road network. This also follows on for third party investigations,
particularly “dry runs” (real trucks simulating the actual deliveries to site) which are placed into what might become
dangerous situations for the drivers and other road users. Now we only have to use dry runs occasionally to confirm
the suitability of an access route. The benefit of this work then ultimately transfer to the actual delivery of the turbine
components, where due to oversize dimensions and weights, things can go wrong very quickly and safety is the highest
priority.
It sounds like you need to work closely together with the transporters.
Nicholas: -Indeed, as when a dry run takes place the driver will face a number of potentially hazardous situations. We try
and safe-guard safety by always having a pre-mobilisation meeting where we go through the job in great detail. There will
always be designated transport leaders on the job.
In the Havsnäs case, we found that it was hard to locate companies providing dry runs where we would get structured
reports back stating; “This was the route and these were the problems we found”. We also feel that there is a need
for more risk awareness among the transporters. They work long hours, work at night and sometimes also in very poor
weather conditions. We foresee this as being an increasing challenge for our industry to address.
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What kind of hazardous situations are we talking about?
Anders: -It can be visibility in intersections, interaction with other road users and road standards, to mention a few.
Who else benefits from the studies you conduct?
Anders: - The main reason for our studies is that Nordisk Vindkraft wants to provide the turbine supplier with sufficient
accessibility data which makes it easier and safer for them to organise delivery of the turbines to site. My final statement
would be:

“

The more you know, the more you have simulated, the less danger associated with the actual

”

investigations you need to conduct.
The transport situation

We were given the opportunity of speaking to Peter Rehnman, responsible for
Planning Operations at Trafikverket. (The Swedish Transport Administration)

Peter Rehnman
Planning Operator
Trafikverket

What is your opinion of the current transport situation for the wind industry in Sweden?
Peter: -I must say, that many of the worries we have had regarding accessibility and disturbances never materialised.
Sounds good, could you elaborate?
Peter: - Taking Havsnäs Wind Farm as a good example, to date you had the longest transport routes in Sweden and
since we agreed to have the majority of the traffc movements during the night, we avoided interference with the main
traffic-flows. On the other hand, I would like to underline the importance of contacting us as early as you possibly can.
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Trafikverket (The Swedish Transport Administration) also use night-time hours for the maintenance work we need to
conduct. In many cases we need to seal off parts of the road. This leaves no room for wind turbine transport. The
sooner you contact us the less likely it is that you need to make detours with your transport vehicle.
In conclusion, what do you consider being the most important factors for our industry to take into
account?
Peter: The short answer is: always use the nearest port! We want to keep you off the main roads as much as possible.
I also see the shortage of transport leaders as a major concern. Since you want to travel in convoys, you might cause
difficult situations for your fellow road-user who cannot see around all the vehicles. With a safety distance of 60
metres in between, it is virtually impossible to overtake three trucks in a safe manner. In addition, to be able to service
and maintain your wind farms you want to create and maintain wide access points to the roads. I foresee that this will
be an increasing challenge. I know of several cases where a large open space suddenly opening up on the road has
led to confusion for the ordinary road-user. This means drivers conducting strange manoeuvres, creating potentially
dangerous traffic situations.

LEARN MORE!
Trafikverket and its associated partners have conducted a number of studies on transportation in the wind industry.
The vehicles transporting modules to a wind farm are numerous, large, heavy and wide. They need special permits to
be allowed on to public roads. Estimations of the number to support the Swedish wind industry alone equals 3 300
vehicles with special permits or approx 9 per day until 2020, provided the towers are made out of steel. If concrete will
be the preferred material, the estimation equals 30 per day.
In conclusion, it is important to do proper risk assessments and mitigate identified hazards before allowing
transportation to take place.
Useful material on transport and wind farms:
www.trafikverket.se/vindkraft
Information material: “Transporter till vindkraftsparker – en handbook” (Ref. No: 2010:033)
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Arbetsmiljöverket
www.av.se
”Bra arbetsmiljö på väg”, ADI 578
The statutory framework for road and off-road traffic:
Väglagen: SFS 1971: 948
Terrängkörningslagen: SFS 1975:1313
Terrängkörningsförordningen: SFS 1978:594
Trafikförordningen: SFS 1998:1276
Note! Chapter 4, section 12, 15 and 17
Transportstyrelsen (The Swedish Transport Agency)
www.transportstyrelsen.se
• Administers and develops the road traffic registry, which supplies society with information about vehicles, driving
licenses and commercial transport.
• Formulates regulations, examines and grants permits, as well as exercising supervision within the field of road
transport.
• Conducts analysis of road traffic and supplies information about injuries and accidents within the road transport
system.
• As of 1 January 2010, responsible for driving licence administration.
A portal for information on driving licences:
www.körkortportalen.se
A portal for information on commercial traffic:
www.yrkestrafiken.se
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Site investigation and surveys

Back to Anders and Nicholas to learn more about their experiences.
How would you describe the scenery and ground conditions at Havsnäs?
Anders: Mostly forest, bog areas and areas where bedrock, rocks and boulders were visible in the ground surface. The soil
types were predominantly brown and grey gravelly tills.
Are site investigations and surveys different in the north of Sweden compared to the south?
Nicholas: - Yes, and from my perspective also different to other parts of the world. When you have dense forests,
permafrost-like conditions and deep marshland you need to allow additional time and efforts for site investigation and
22

understanding. You cannot send people out in dangerous situations. In some
cases there is very limited time for actually conducting a survey.
How would you prepare yourselves before you go?
Anders: We always complete a health and safety questionnaire on our
initial visit to site during the very first stages of the project. The outcome of
this helps you determine whether or not the future tasks can be performed
as lone working. This is seldom the case. This questionnaire needs to be
provided to and read by everybody going to site, including third parties, such
as the consultants we employ for conducting ground investigations.
Nicholas: In addition we have a policy for field work and a checklist as a
reminder when we are out in the field.
What would be on that checklist?
Nicholas: Things like, what means of communication and positioning
equipment to bring; making sure you notify your manager of your
whereabouts; when you are due back; and what clothing and other
equipment you should bring. It is a substantial checklist.

TO CONSIDER
Checklist for site visits and policy for field work
includes:
• Suitable communication at all times
during visits
• Knowledge of the nearest welfare/
assistance locations
• Potential dangers with access to the site;
uneven and unstable ground underfoot,
major watercourses or difficult terrain
that may need to be crossed
• How future machinery will operate in a
safe manner while on site
• Tree-felling and up-rooted trees
• Dangerous work practices like open
excavations at depth greater than 2 m
• Dust
• Noise
• Wildlife
• Seasonal recreational uses, including
hunting

Do you have any other good advice?
Anders: You can underline the importance of providing your consultants with as much detail as possible. The less time
people need to be out in the forest, for example digging holes, exploring routs and testing the ground conditions, the
less likely it is that something will go wrong. We also expect our consultants to participate in meetings and report to us
on a daily basis. We are very conscious about not engaging with inexperienced people. We consider this a risk not worth
taking.
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Construction*

Most of those reading this guide are likely to have construction experience and their initial thought might be: “Building
a wind farm is just another construction project”. To some degree this is true, but there are a number of issues that set a
large-scale wind farm apart.
THE HAVSNÄS CONSTRUCTION SITE

Mats Gyllklint
Construction Project Manager

Construction Project Manager Mats Gyllklint shares the following story about building Havsnäs
Wind Farm:
The project started the week after Easter 2008. The first task for us was to clear the roads of snow and
reinforce them. They needed to withstand transport vehicles with as much as 15 tons of axle weight. In addition 33
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* “Construction” is in this context a term which covers construction, installation, energisation and commissioning. The term “contractor” includes all
persons/organisations undertaking such work.

kilometres of site tracks were constructed for the purpose of transporting vehicles, not least the 6oo ton heavy crane used
for erecting the turbine towers. Work was carried out in all seasons, which brought both advantages and challenges. We
have harsh winters and bogs to deal with and the latter could only been used for transportation when the ground was
frozen.
Tell us about all the material needed to construct a large-scale wind farm.
Mats: Each tower consists of four tower-sections, three blades, one nacelle and one hub. All material, approx 500 trailers
in total, was transported from Denmark. The nacelles and hubs were brought straight to their respective end-destinations,
where they were unloaded and made ready for lifting. At the same time the tower-sections and blades were delivered to a
specific storage area waiting for assembly.
What did you use for the erection and the assembly of the turbines?
Mats: The crane used has a boom of 125 metres. Because of its size the crane was delivered in sections. Approximately
20 trailers were needed for this delivery. The crane also needed to be assembled for each turbine erection. The result of
all this was 48 turbines now positioned on three hills: Järvsand, Ursåsen and LEARN MORE!
Ritjesberg.

www.av.se/teman/bygg
Information brochure: Säkrare bygg- och
anläggningsarbete; ADI 539

CIVIL WORKS

As indicated in the section about site planning and development, one crucial
factor for safe working conditions in later stages is to bring in the construction
team early in the project. When this is the case, details of tracks and enhancement of layout can be altered, which in itself
is a great safety benefit. There is always the will to optimise the site for energy capture. Bringing in the construction team
early means avoiding major mistakes. Any potential gap in future projects will also be closely monitored not least by the
dedicated BAS-P and BAS-U.
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In short:
•

•

Let people with construction experience look at road gradience, undertake detailed
surveys of the site and obtain high resolution for the site. By doing so you can avoid
potentially dangerous situations which involve the movement of heavy plant on
tracks, water in the ground, not having sufficient amount of electrical resistance
and much more.
Take the bearing capacity of your roads very seriously. You might think that you do
not want to spend too much on the tracks since they will “just be used” during
construction and not so much during operation and maintenance. The fact that
your tracks need to withstand many heavy and wide transports must never be
neglected.

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION FLOWS
The provision of information and good communication are important for a safe
construction site. When asked to elaborate on this, Rolf Rubensson, Site Manager
at Havsnäs, shared the following story.
Rolf: All who visit or work at our site must take part in a safety induction, where the
ground rules for being on site are laid down. When deviations occurred at Havsnäs,
the first step would always be to talk to each other and try and resolve the problems.
Disciplinary action was taken, but always as a last resort. When it did occur it was as a
result of the site speed-limit being exceeded on a number of occasions. We even had to
relieve a few people of their duties. We deal with potentially dangerous situations and
must be able to rely on each other.
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A construction site is a busy place. When did you find the time to sit
Rolf Rubensson
down and focus on Work Environment Management [or ‘... on the work Site Manager
environment?’]?
Rolf: At Havsnäs we had weekly site safety meetings with the safety representatives from all our
contractors. These meetings were used to discuss, co-ordinate and resolve all safety matters. It is important
to have people with the right authority present, since decisions on current and future activities need to be
made.
How did you make sure everybody worked in a safe manner?
Rolf: Before any task could be commenced a risk assessment, method statement, checklist and/or work instruction
would always be outlined with details provided to all parties who might be affected. The contractors were responsible for
providing their own documents. This material was also assessed by independent auditors. The independence is important not being involved on a day to day basis strengthens your objectivity. All the documents we rely on to safeguard the work
environment must be live documents that are
discussed and developed. You need to create
documents with a ‘local flavour’ to make the
knowledge stick.
It sounds like a lot of information to give
and receive.
Rolf: Yes definitely. The contractors also had
their weekly meetings with all their permanent
and hired staff. This is very much a ‘train the
trainer’ task, where information is being fed
top-down to all workers involved. The reverse
situation is just as important though. Each
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safety representative was responsible for collecting information, acting on deviations and bringing the information to
me. As a Site Manger and Site Safety Co-ordinator, I need to be available, open and have my ear to the ground at all
times.

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION FLOWS
The induction held on site has been crucial for creating a safe workplace. Nordisk Vindkraft uses a DVD as well as a
verbal introduction held by the Site Manager, Assistant Site Manager or one of the Site Inspectors. Those not willing
to participate,will not be given access
You were deeply involved in training and awareness at Havsnäs.
Please share your findings.

Margareta Stark
Assistant Site Manager

Margareta: Looking back at Havsnäs I am convinced we would have had more incidents and accidents
without our rigorous safety approach. I sometimes feel that we as a company have a somewhat unique
position - not all companies out there have such good knowledge when it comes to rules and regulations
and safety management. I draw this conclusion because it seemed like it was the first time that many contractors
were working with risk assessments and method statements.
How did this manifest itself at Havsnäs?
Margareta: A few of the older personnel sometimes found it difficult to accept the ‘hard hat on’ policy. After a while
they realised that we view PPE as a disciplinary matter and so it was pointless to argue. In the end you would find
them driving their loaders with their hard hats on!
Tell us about all the induction training you have completed.
Margareta: I have given the safety induction at least a thousand times. My conclusion is that it is much easier to talk
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TIPS!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site safety meetings on a regular basis; make sure that people with
the right authority are present so that decisions can be made
Write minutes and keep records
Feed information top-down as well as bottom-up
Conduct induction training, with the following suggested content:
General information:
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and safety equipment
Use the right equipment, tools, plant, vehicles, signs and signals
Keeping a tidy work place/site
Excavations
Work at height
Hazardous material

Site specific information:
• Site rules
• Information flows and meetings
• Method statements, risk assessments, checklists and work instructions
• Language issues
• Driving on site
• Many people at site; close proximity matters
• Emergency response and contact information
• Permits to work
• Records to be kept
• Framework for disciplinary actions
• Local restrictions
• Wildlife
• Climate
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about work environment and safety issues
when a person realises that if an accident
occurs, there will not be any assistance
from the Emergency Services for at least 60
minutes. When grasping the implications
of this, most people participated quite
keenly. To be frank, who wouldn´t realise
the seriousness after having received
this information? For me the induction
training is a very good thing. I personally
felt rewarded when the inspectors from
Arbetsmiljöverket gave us credit for the way
we work.

TOOL-BOX TALKS
In the RES group we use what is known as
Tool-box talks. These short daily meetings
are used to explain to each group of
workers what they will be doing on
that particular day and at the same time
highlight specific safe working procedures.
They talks are brief and effective.

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
The Havsnäs construction site was quite
decommissioning
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an international arena, with fourteen languages represented. The
main languages used were Swedish and English and German was
also commonly used. When up to 150 people work on a vast
construction site, communication must work smoothly. Having
English as the corporate language has been beneficial for Nordisk
Vindkraft in the Havsnäs case. Having said this, we would like to
stress the potential risk of misinterpretation. If you are not 100%
sure if people really understand, make them explain the situation
at hand to you. There can never be too much communication.
Sometimes it will be necessary to have documents in many
languages. People must without exception be able to understand
their roles and responsibilities.

LEARN MORE
The EU Directive concerning the Posting of Workers is
intended to guarantee posted workers the same terms
and conditions of employment as other workers in the
EU or EEA country where the work is carried out.
Arbetsmiljöverket acts as a liaison office.
www.av.se/teman/utstationering/
www.av.se/languages/

When you work in the middle of the forest, far away from home and with a group
of people from various countries, a certain ‘local culture’ will inevitably evolve. As an
employer you need to safeguard your employees’ work environment by being aware of all
implications that might arise from this working situation.

THE BOUNDED AREA AND THE COMPOUND
Our experiences at Havsnäs have reconfirmed our view on the bounded area and the
compound being an important hub for work environment and safety. You might find it
useful to create a checklist.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)
At Nordisk Vindkraft we take PPE seriously. The equipment must be adapted to and fit
the individual user. You do not start work if you have not got the proper PPE. This is a
30

disciplinary offence on our sites.

Things to consider

Always at Havsnäs:
•
•
•
•
•

Hard-hat (except in your vehicle or in the compound)
High visibility clothing (vest or jacket)
Protective boots
Suitable clothing in general (gloves, layers of clothing etc.)
All PPE issued must have the CE marking or equivalent
marking clearly displayed

Note: PPE should only be used where other higher order measures
cannot be deemed practical. Also note that some PPE have statutory
inspection periods you need to adhere to.

Plant and vehicles

Information to be posted (statutory requirements)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emergency contact numbers/details
Forms e.g. for incident and accident reporting
Welfare facilities and first aid equipment
A fire and emergency plan
Fire equipment
Furniture and office equipment
Means of communication
Accommodation
Toilet facilities
Drinking water
Washing facilities, including shower for
emergency use
Car parking and accessibility
The removal of snow

•
At Havsnäs many tasks needed to be performed at the same time
•
and in close proximity. This involved both people and various types
of plant and vehicles. There were trailers measuring up to 50 metres
and/or weighing approx 160 tons on winter roads with limited space for manoeuvring. A few of the drivers of these
vehicles had too poor knowledge and experience of driving safely in winter conditions. This shortcoming might have led
to potentially dangerous situations. To quote Rolf, Site Manager;

”To come to the site, they had to have snow chains and preferably also vehicles fitted with sanding equipment.”
Rolf should know, after being brought to site in the middle of the night, when a vehicle got stuck. In his book you cannot
be too explicit when setting procurement requirements on the transport providers.
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A few ground rules for all traffic at Havsnäs:
•
•
•

Speed-limit: 30 kilometres/hour. Reduce speed on rough
ground or in adverse conditions (e.g. ice, mist or fog).
Only use roads within the construction area. Do not be
tempted to take off-road short cuts.
Maintain sensible distances from other road users, who may
be much bigger than you and have difficulty seeing you.

At Havsnäs we also made sure that all plant and vehicles were
subject to proper maintenance, repair and inspection. In addition
vehicles were always operated by suitably trained persons with
banksmen and supervisors as required. Records were also kept on
driving licences and other permits to operate plant.

LEARN MORE
Arbetsmiljöförordningen; SFS 1977:1166
Användning av personlig skyddsutrustning;
AFS 2001:3
Arbetsplatsens utformning; AFS 2009:02
Till dig som köper personlig
skyddsutrustning; ADI 489
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Snowmobiles

LEARN MORE

One thing which sets Havsnäs apart from more southern located
sites is the frequent use of snowmobiles. For local people, this
vehicle is more or less the same as using a car, but for other
people you need to have a certain level of knowledge in order to
use it in a safe manner.

Consider when driving on site:

Safety tips for using a snowmobile (source: Snöskoterrådet)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Do not ride alone
Keep track of the weather
Leave a travel plan
Drive sober. The same limit applies as for cars (0.2 per
mille).
Avoid places where there is danger of avalanches (e.g.,
under steep slopes, overhanging drifts and lee sides)
Avoid places that pose a risk of weak ice on lakes and
waterways (e.g., headlands, inlets and outlets)
Be aware that you always drive over ice at your own risk
and that the snowmobile trail does not go over ice. There
may be a pathway marked on the ice, but that is no
guarantee the ice will hold.
Keep track of where you are with map and compass (and
possibly GPS).
Bring along a helmet and warm clothing – think about
wind chill.
Bring along personal safety equipment for you and your

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Speed limits
Ground/ route conditions (e.g. water, ice, potholes,
rocks, mud, soft ground (e.g. bogs)
Unclear routes, track edges, pedestrian routes
(remember routes may be obscured with lowering
visibility (e.g. mist, fog, rain, low light levels) or
heavy precipitation (e.g. snow)
Slopes
Excavations, edges
Overloading, distribution of load, security
Poor maintenance
Driver experience
Overturning/ tipping
Movement of workforce
Poor selection of vehicles
Unauthorised passengers
Traffic management in temporary conditions
Work adjacent to vehicle routes
Crossing vehicle routes (e.g. snowmobiles)
Towing
Reversing (especially heavy plant)

Vägmärkesförordningen; SFS 2007:90
Snöskoterrådet (National Council of Snowmobiles)
www.snoskoterradet.se
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•
•

snowmobile (extra variator belt, tools, reserve fuel, spade, avalanche probe, transmitter (transceiver), wind sack, etc.)
Bring along a telephone or other communication equipment (note, you cannot count on having coverage
everywhere).
If you are going out on lakes or the sea, always be sure to bring along ice prods and preferably a flotation suit – and
never drive over ice with a passenger under a closed sled shell.

Turbine works
Foundations
Each turbine has a foundation built with over 40 metric tons of material, mainly
concrete and rebar. The work of constructing these giant structures must be
considered from a manual handling perspective. Manual handling puts strain on
your back, neck, knees and joints in general – a good reason to avoid it as much as
possible.
What you need to identify regarding manual handling:
•

When a load is too heavy, too big, difficult to carry or hold, located far away
from the body and/or instable.
• When the work needed is disproportionate, requires bent or twisted
postures, and/or is pressed for time.
• Work conditions with confined spaces, uneven, sloping or slippery surfaces.
Foundation work qualifies for a number of the above.
Can you elaborate please Rolf?
Rolf: Each rebar weighs 120 kg and has a diameter of 32 millimetres. We had
34

LEARN MORE
them cut and bent into shape before being
delivered to site. By doing so we avoided
many potentially dangerous situations. A
foundation for a turbine at Havsnäs can be
compared with a giant three dimensional
jigsaw. You need to construct a net of rebar
after you have dug a massive hole, blown away
the necessary amount of bedrock and created
a foundation where you fix the bottom ring of
the turbine tower. What gave me the greatest
concern regarding the foundations were the
following;
•

•
•

•

Arbetsmiljölagen; SFS 1977:1166
Skydd mot skada genom fall; AFS 1981:14
Skydd mot skada genom ras; 1981:15
Anteckningar om jourtid, övertid, mertid; AFS 1982:17
Arbetstidslagen; SFS 1982:673
Belastningsergonomi; AFS 1998:01
Byggnads och anläggningsarbeten; AFS 1999:3
Manuell hantering; AFS 2000:01
Användning av personlig skyddsutrustning; AFS 2001:03
Buller; AFS 2005:16
Hygieniska gränsvärden och åtgärder mot luftföroreningar; AFS 2005:17
Sprängarbete; AFS 2007:01
Arbetsplatsens utforming; AFS 2009:02

Reducing manual handling to a
minimum through explicit and
EU-direktivet 2003/88/EG om arbetstidens förlängning i vissa avseenden
implemented work procedures. Manual
handling will occur when building the
Ergonomi i byggbranschen – förebygg de belastningsergonomiska
net and handling the filling hose for
riskerna, ADI 616
the concrete, for example.
Ergonomisällskapet (Ergonomics Foundation)
The risk of tripping and falling when
www.ergonomisallskapet.se
personnel build and walk on a net of
rebar.
Making sure that the workers take
necessary breaks and follow the legal requirements for rest. We are talking about demanding physical work in harsh
weather conditions. It is also important to prevent the workers from driving in an unfit condition (e.g. too tired to
drive in a safe manner when leaving site)
Working with concrete in the short and longer perspective (splashes, burns, dust and noise) and the necessity to
always wear proper PPE.
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Lifting and Rigging
Project Manager, Mats Gyllklint mentioned that that a crane weighing approximately 600 tons was used to erect towers
at Havsnäs. In addition there were five smaller service cranes weighing
approximately 130 tons used for loading and unloading. There were a
LEARN MORE
great number of lifts of 100 metric tons or more, being lifted 120 metres.
In addition 17 kilometres of overhead electrical cables were built using
Besiktning av lyftanordningar och vissa
smaller lifting devices.
andra tekniska anordningar; AFS 2003:06
Användning av lyftanordningar och
When a Nordisk Vindkraft wind farm is being erected, all lifting
lyftredskap; AFS 2006:06
equipment and accessories must be certified and have current certificates. Tillfälliga personlyft med kranar eller truckar;
This includes slings, lifting chains etc. We only allow certified operators to AFS 2006:07
use the equipment. Crane and lifting equipment records are always kept
Användning av truckar; AFS 2006:05
on site.
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The implications if a lift or a rigging operation goes wrong can be severe. This is why these operations must be
meticulously planned and monitored.

Shortlist of things to consider
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bearing tests on tracks and lifting grounds.
Uneven terrain in the forest when building overhead electrical cables.
Keep speed limits and provide with an escort car for cranes transported on site.
Certificates, service and inspection results and proof of driving tests (keep records).
Remove from site an item of plant or an individual who fails to meet statutory or other requirements on testing,
inspection or required competency.
Use trained and experienced people who have worked with the chosen lifting equipment and accessories before.
Create lifting plans together with your Contractor prior to all lifts being conducted. Use appointed and trained
people to approve your plans. A plan includes everything from daily service checks to bearing plate’s tests.
Be aware of the added complexity and potential hazards that follow if you use several pieces of lifting equipment
simultaneously.
Check all cranes and equipment on a daily basis.
Precautions should be taken to avoid contact with site services, e.g. overhead electrical cables.
Any restrictions on operations in poor weather conditions should be clearly identified.
Make sure to always avoid standing under the swept area of a crane and always de-rig your crane before moving it.
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Electrical works

Ingemar Bergvall
Construction Electrical Engineer

Please give us a short overview of the electrical systems at Havsnäs.
Ingemar: There is an internal grid at the site, connecting the 48 wind turbines to the substation
transformer, which is connected to Svenska Kraftnät´s (SvK) Swedish main 220kV power grid.
Give us your view on electricity hazards when building a large-scale wind farm.
Ingemar: The key thing for safety when working with electricity on a project like Havsnäs is stated very clearly in the
Provision ELSÄK-FS 2006:1, section 4 and 5.

4 § Anyone who works where there is electrical danger shall have knowledge of
the implications and consequences of the danger and shall have received training
in the safety measures which are motivated for the tasks concerned.
5 § Electrical safety planning shall be made for every work that involves electrical
danger. The planning shall include nominating a person or persons who shall
ensure that safety measures will be taken.
My message derived from this would be;
•
•
•

38

If you work with electricity you must understand the severe implications that
might follow if something goes wrong. This includes fatality.
All electrical work demands safety planning.
You always need to appoint responsible persons with the task of securing
safety measures. He/she needs to have sufficient knowledge and know-how,

so that the planning really safeguards against all
electrical hazards.
And what are the lessons learnt at Havsnäs?
Ingemar: My checklist for future projects would be:
Make sure you have experienced people involved
(technical knowledge, business acumen and
proven work methods) with sufficient legal
awareness working in accordance with ESA
(Elsäkerhetsanvisningar).
•
•
•
•
•

The importance of securing sufficient resources,
including time and space, to conduct electrical work in a safe manner.
Meticulous planning and co-ordination of works. In Havsnäs we had three building sites where electrical work was
carried out adjacent to construction work, civil works, controlled explosions etc. You need to include: construction
and installation of site overhead lines, buried cable, the main substation, wind turbine switchgears and energisation.
The sheer number of people involved is a hazard you should consider.
Having a designated safety coordinator to supervise, audit and monitor all electrical works. The fact that RES has a
Senior Authorised Person who can provide information and share experience adds seniority.
Weather monitoring. There is always the risk of thunder and lightning strike to take into account. All work must
cease if there is thunder and lightning.

In conclusion, the fact that you have a new plant which has not yet been in operation will always be a tricky situation to
handle. No matter how many tests and safety systems you bring in, there is always the risk of an undetected mistake. If
the worst case scenario materialises, these mistakes might lead to people being injured and/or equipment being damaged.
This is why you work with the maximum safety distance possible in all new situations.
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the maximum safety distance possible in all new situations.
Tell us more about your findings regarding having many different workers involved.
Ingemar: I can give you an illustrative example. When I had a training session with all the contractor staff, I asked them:
“Are you familiar with the ESA-procedures and do you feel comfortable about your role and your responsibility?” All
nodded in agreement and gave the thumbs up. I then decided to do an unprepared test, in field, but without voltage and
most of them failed in operating the switches according to my switching order. We repeated all the switching until they
felt confident. Then I was satisfied. As I see it, all safety regulations will be more or less pointless to have if not updated,
refreshed daily and with the staff regularly trained.
We have learnt from Ingemar that electricity hazards must be taken very seriously. His story is verified by Nordisk
Vindkraft´s Engineering Manager, Pelle Bergschöld.
Pelle: The reason for the meticulous energisation process is quite frankly that it
can be really dangerous if not handled properly.

Pelle Bergschöld
Engineering Manager

How do you mitigate?
Pelle: By carefully examining every component and making sure it is correctly installed and then properly
handed over. You are then in a recorded way able to minimise the risk of inadvertently harming people or
equipment. Basically, you need to check that all equipment is properly installed and that no one is still working on the
equipment. You will also have a document to prove that you have done what could be expected if anything, despite all
preparations, goes wrong.

When leaving site
We are now approaching the next stage of the Havsnäs Project: Operation and Maintenance (O&M). Before we do, let us
remind ourselves of the importance of always leaving a construction site in a tidy manner when work is completed.
40

Do consider:
•
•
•

Establishing hand-over/taking-over
procedures.
Conducting hand-over/taking-over meetings,
sharing necessary information about
safeguarding the work environment.
Carrying out a thorough site inspection and
removing all unused materials, waste, plant
and equipment.

We will soon learn more about the importance of
being tidy and how it can help make a wind farm
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LEARN MORE
Svenska Standardiserings Institutet (Swedish Standardisation Institute)
www.sis.se
Elsäkerhetsverket (the National Electrical Safety Board)
www.elsakerhetsverket.se
Work which needs Authorisation, i.e. connecting a Wind Turbine:
Elinstallationsförordningen: SFS 1990:806
Elsäkerhetsverkets föreskrifter om behörighet för elinstallationer: ELSÄK- FS:2007:2
To connect, i.e. a Wind Turbine:
Elsäkerhetsverkets föreskrifter och allmänna råd om hur elektriska starkströmsanläggningar ska vara utförda; ELSÄK-FS
2008:1
Elsäkerhetsverkets föreskrifter och allmänna råd om varselmärkning vid elektriska starkströmsanläggningar: ELSÄK-FS
2008:2
Starkströmsförordningen: SFS 2009:22
Elinstallationsreglerna. Elinstallationer för lågspänning - Utförande av elinstallationer för lågspänning: SS 436 40 00
Starkströmsanläggningar med nominell spänning överstigande 1 kV AC: SS 421 01 01
Maintenance:
Elsäkerhetsverkets föreskrifter och allmänna råd om elsäkerhet vid arbete i yrkesmässig verksamhet: ELSÄK-FS 2006:1
Elsäkerhetsverkets föreskrifter och allmänna råd om innehavarens kontroll av elektriska starkströmsanläggningar och
elektriska anordningar: ELSÄK-FS 2008:3
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Starkströmsförordningen: SFS 2009:22
Skötsel av elektriska anläggningar SS-EN 501 10-1
Elsäkerhetsanvisningar: ESA 205
Användning av truckar; AFS 2006:05
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Operation and Maintenance (O&M)

Andreas Johansson
Supervisor North Region
Vestas Northern Europe

A large-scale wind farm is meant to have a long life. This makes it highly
likely that the future work-related incidents and accidents in the Swedish
wind industry will stem from O&M. We define O&M as work which cover all aspects of normal routine
operation, planned and breakdown maintenance, inspections and testing.
At least one person must always be appointed to be in charge of a wind farm and responsible for all operations. In
Havsnäs we have a group of four people, both office- and site-based,
Kent Eriksson
dedicated for the job.
Head of Generation (O&M)

Here is a discussion between Andreas Johansson, Supervisor North Region,
Vestas Northern Europe – the provider of turbine service and maintenance at Havsnäs and Kent Eriksson,
Manager of O&M at Havsnäs.
What are your initial thoughts on O&M at Havsnäs?
Andreas: It is a large site. My initial thought was the need to agree upon the importance of clearing the roads during
winter. This so that an ambulance can get through if there is an accident. The helicopter might not be available.
Kent: Yes, roads need be cleared on a frequent and regular basis. Providing the Rescue Services with the right coordinates
can also be of the outmost importance. Having staff and equipment with GPS-systems seems like a good idea.
Andreas: I agree. Another simple thing to do is to provide signs with the coordinates in all turbines. It is also a good
idea to have large signs at every entry point with an overview of the wind farm. Here the muster points should be clearly
indicated.
How do you know what to do and what information to provide each other with?
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Andreas: I think both of our companies take Health and Safety very seriously. I base this on the fact that we are asked
to provide all our safety material before we start operating and also because I can see that, just like us, Nordisk Vindkraft
chooses to go further than some of the current legislation, for example, when it comes to work at height, lone working
and medical checks prior to commencing work.
Kent: For me, the meetings we have at site are crucial. In the Havsnäs case we are lucky to be able to have our
own permanent staff. To a large extent Magnus Hopstadius, Lars Persson and Christer Norlén have been part of the
construction of Havsnäs and learnt a lot which they can carry over to the next stage. This is important, because it enables
us to close the gap and avoid mistakes when taking over or handing over the wind farm to its owner.
Andreas: Yes, and also when there are things on the ‘snagging list’, you must be extra careful as to who should carry
what responsibility. I can also see the importance of having an independent audit carried out when the turbines are
handed over. We have very thorough processes which cover everything from the machine and its composition, to signs
being positioned correctly and written in the right language. Signs are important as ‘eye-openers’ during O&M. not least
when it comes to ice throw.
Anything else you would like to add when it comes to training and awareness?
Andreas: Well maybe the fact that it takes a long time to be a qualified service technician in our line of business. This
needs to be addressed so that you have a mixture of newly qualified staff working with more experienced staff. For us
it is important to have a customer like Nordisk Vindkraft so dedicated to Work Environment matters that they tell us, for
example, not to work when it is too slippery or checking the speed at site. Here I feel that Nordisk Vindkraft stands out as
a good example.
Kent: I also see that it is important not only to chase the technical discrepancies, but focus more on the behavioural
reasons.
Andreas: A good thing to enhance the importance of work environment is to conduct ‘safety walks’. In my role as
a Manager I make a number of unprepared visits to different sites where my technicians work. This information is
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accumulated and statistics published, which helps us identify important issues to work with. There is also an incentive
programme connected to this. In the last three years I feel that a major change has taken place. I receive many safety
questions, not least regarding ice throw and other relevant issues.
Any last thoughts on Work Environment Management when operating a large-scale wind farm like Havsnäs?
Andreas: Yes - and this goes for all remotely located wind farms - you need to be very careful not to work too many
hours without the proper amount of rest.
Let us now look more closely at some of the issues Andreas and Kent raised.

Qualified Service and Maintenance staff
“International Wind Farm Technician” is a fairly new term and profession in Sweden. In addition to the turbine
manufacturers, there are a number of schools providing education and training. The challenge lies in the mixture
of knowledge and know-how needed to manage both electrical and mechanical tasks in physically and sometimes
psychologically challenging environments. The fact that our industry is rapidly evolving puts additional requirements on
the course providers when it comes to being updated on the latest technology. Close co-operation with the industry
must therefore be encouraged.
The good news is that when looking at the content of the Swedish courses, most seem to have at least a small
proportion of Work Environment Management included.
Many of the work environment issues you need to attend to will be affected by the service intervals of the turbines.
Having longer intervals means less exposure, for example, to work at height. At Nordisk Vindkraft we would also
like to point out the importance of a wind farm operator having good in-house knowledge of the turbines and their
associated systems. One important step we took was to send our O&M staff on a practical and theoretical course with
our turbine supplier. They came back with a more profound understanding and also as better speaking-partners to the
service-people at site.
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Work at Height
Work at height is inevitable when operating a wind farm.
It is important to know that the definitions of work at height can vary depending on
where in the world the work is carried out. The statutory requirements that follow suit will
also differ.
This kind of work should encourage one to be very careful as the implications if
something goes wrong might be severe. People get injured and sadly fatalities also occur
due to lower level falls, hence the importance of adhering to the hierarchy for Safe Work
at Height:
•
•
•

Avoid the risk by not working at height.
Prevent falls.
Mitigate the consequences of a fall. Ensure that adequate Fall Arrest Systems are in
place if people have to work at height.

Conclusion: If you do not need to work at height, then don’t do it!
One example of how to avoid work at height where possible is to carry out work like fitting out the tower and nacelle
before they are elevated.
Let us talk to the permanent staff at Havsnäs and ask them to give their view on work at height in the turbines.
You are all able to work in the turbines. Tell us about this.
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Lars Persson
Magnus: In our organisation all staff that may be expected to use Fall Arrest
Site Inspector
Equipment, safety harnesses or associated equipment, need to have received
appropriate training and be authorised to climb. We had a week’s full-time course
where we were able to try all systems live, as well as learn more about the equipment. In training we could
expose ourselves to situations we might need to handle in reality. A good example of this was that we did
rescue training where we abseiled down the turbine from the back of the nacelle.

Christer: The most important thing you have is the Fall Arrest Equipment, including Christer Norlén
accessories (harnesses, anchors, lanyards, sliders etc), which must be carried at
Site Inspector
all times when climbing. They all need to undergo a thorough examination by a
competent person on a regular basis. You always make a visual inspection every time
you put it on. We keep records of all examination. If you have been forced to arrest a fall, again it is essential
that the equipment is inspected and serviced.
Lars: I feel that it is a necessity for us to have this training.
We must be able to take care of ourselves and each other.
It is hard to guess what it might feel like abseiling down
100 metres. You need to try it to feel comfortable. The fact
that we have a special rescue kit in each nacelle also adds to
my sense of security. One additional comment might also
be: do not only consider falls from 100 metres - it is just as
important to use the systems on the ladders further down
the turbine.
And the fact that you need medical examinations?
Magnus: We have learnt from our colleagues on site that
Sweden goes further than most other European countries
when it comes to our medical requirements. Due to the
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LEARN MORE
Psykiska och sociala aspekter på arbetsmiljön; AFS 1980:14
Skydd mot skada genom fall; AFS 1981:14
Ställningar; AFS 1990;12
Byggnads- och anläggningsarbete; AFS 1999:3
Mast och stolparbete; AFS 2000:06
Stegar och arbetsbockar: AFS 2004:3
Medicinska kontroller i arbetslivet; AFS 2005: 6
Användning av arbetsutrustning; AFS 2006:4
Användning av lyftanordningar och lyftredskap; AFS 2006:6
Tillfälliga personlyft med kranar eller truckar; AFS 2006:7

inherent risks of climbing it is important that persons climbing are both medically and
physically fit to carry out their work safely. The minimum frequency for a basic Work at
Height medical examination within Nordisk Vindkraft is annually.
Let us look more closely at the requirements:
You need an exercise ECG completed:
•
•
•

<12months prior to starting work before commencing climbing activities for the
first time
If resuming climbing activities after more than a year has elapsed
Following pregnancy, illness or accident, which could result in an elevated risk of

To consider
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alternatives to work at height
Lone working
The equipment used
The duration of the work
The working environment, e.g. weather conditions and lighting
Conditions and stability of existing work surfaces
Presence of hazards such as overhead power lines, open excavations, underground services etc.
Do not carry any object you might drop
Proper training and training intervals
Physical and psychological capabilities of the worker
Statutory requirements both on the equipment and on medical examinations (keep necessary records)
Not to make exceptions regarding whom you allow to climb or let up a turbine
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ill-health in connection with climbing activities
If these conditions don’t apply then an exercise ECG test shall be taken as follows:
•
•
•

<40 years old - every 5th year
Between 40 and 50 years old - bi annually
>50 years old – annually

When climbing is part of your job you must always let your manager know if you do not feel up to climbing. It might be
a case of you being ill for a period of time or if you have been taking medication it could impair your vision or decisionmaking.

Falling objects and ice throw
In colder climates and at high altitudes you should be aware of the possibility of ice building up on the turbine tower
and the blades. When this occurs there might be a risk of ice falling to the
ground or material being thrown. Adverse weather and strong winds add
To consider
to the strain put on the material. Even though people are less likely to be
on site in bad weather, you might want to establish specific instructions and
provide information to service personnel as well as the general public.
• Service and maintenance intervals
In the Havsnäs case we put up warnings signs at all entry points, including
the snowmobile tracks, as well as in the vicinity of the turbines. The signs
are evenly distributed across the site. Nordisk Vindkraft has also provided
the snowmobile associations with information and put up information
notices in the surrounding village shops, on public billboards and other
public places.
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•
•
•

Turbine safety systems
Turbine monitoring systems
Warning signs

One additional thing would be to stress the importance
of your choice of turbine and the agreements made
regarding service and maintenance. There are a number of
techniques and methods available to prevent ice building
up and being thrown.

Learn more
•
•
•

Research on wind energy in cold climate is being conducted by a large number of institutes such as
Energimyndigheten via Vindforsk and Centrum för Vindbruk, just to mention a few.
Maskiner; AFS 2008:03
Skyltar och signaler; AFS 2008:13
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DECOMMISSIONING
Decommissioning, dismantling and disposal
It might seem premature to talk about decommissioning, dismantling and disposal when you have just started operating
your wind farm. Nevertheless, it is just as important to provide the owner of the wind farm with the appropriate
information to be able to handle these tasks in a safe manner.
Dismantling is very much the reverse of the erection process, but with the added complexity of the ageing of the material
and the fact that time will have elapsed and new technology and methods might have developed that are more suitable
and safe than the ones originally planned.
Like in any other industry, design for recycling is important, not least from a dismantling perspective. The wind industry is
held responsible for the costs associated with disposal of material as well as restoring ground conditions. This is formally
addressed when you are asked to leave financial guarantees when you make your original planning application for the
project.

52
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FINDINGS*
General findings

Sven-Artur Engström
Spokesperson for the village council,
Havsnäs

In the last part of this guide we focus on a number of generic topics relevant to most project
phases.
Local pre-requisites
Havsnäs wind farm has received a lot of attention, not least from its neighbours. In Sweden we have a long
and very proud tradition of public access to nature. This means that the general public has access to the site.
People hunt, fish and use the forest on an everyday basis.
From a very early stage in the project Nordisk Vindkraft prioritised the interface with the general public. A
number of actions have been taken, often in co-operation with the local community and Tourist Board. One
good example would be providing coaches so that people can visit the site and there have consequently been
thousands of visitors. These arrangements were made to minimise the number of unexpected visits because
we must never lose sight of the fact that Havsnäs Wind Farm has been a construction site with potential
hazards for the uninitiated individual. For this reason all coaches have, without exception, been escorted from
the public road by Nordisk Vindkraft.
In the following extract, Sven-Artur Engström from the village council has kindly given his view on safety and
the information exchange between people from the surrounding villages and Nordisk Vindkraft.
What was your initial role as a village representative?
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Sven-Artur: I was able to represent my follow villagers when the people
from Nordisk Vindkraft started explaining their plans for Havsnäs. I think
we received a lot of information right from the start, including how the
company wanted to take our views into account and compensate us for
any inconvenience.
What do you see as the most important thing for making a wind
farm like Havsnäs safe for the general public?

TIPS
•
•

Make thorough plans and arrangements
for dealing with the local community.
Take heed of the suggested Code of
Conduct for the Swedish Wind Industry
produced by Energimyndigheten and
Svensk Vindenergi.

www.natverketforvindbruk.se/sv/Aktuellt/
Nyheter/Uppforandekod-for-projektorer1/

Sven-Artur: That the company delivers on its promises. At Havsnäs
I think it is important that we had the warning signs put up, which
they promised us, and that they quite willingly share information on
suggested safety material to use. Safe crossings for local people have also been important, e.g. for the people running a
dog-sleighing business and all the users of the snowmobile tracks during the winter.
What could have been done differently?
Sven-Artur: It might seem very polite, but I must say that I do not see what could have been done much differently.
Nordisk Vindkraft´s accessibility has been very good. I think it helps having local people employed. The only thing I have
heard is that some of the local hunters thought that they could have stopped traffic during the elk-hunting season. But
this was only once during construction, one year out of many.
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Weather and climate
Throughout this guide we have talked about the harsh
conditions and the seasonal changes you need to take into
account when developing a wind farm in the northern parts of
Sweden. In conclusion, you should ensure you include adverse
weather, cold and wet climate in your internal risk assessments,
procurement processes and in your communication with your
suppliers at all levels.
At Havsnäs, for example, we have been forced to send people
home due to their lack of suitable clothing and equipment,
which is a nuisance for all involved.

Wildlife and livestock
One of the Nordisk Vindkraft employees quite honestly admitted:

“If you are using people like me from overseas, or for that matter from the southern part of
Sweden, you need to make people aware of the local wildlife. We are not accustomed to
dealing with bears and do not understand the severity of the mosquitoes. It is beneficial to
have a risk assessment conducted by people with proper experience of the prerequisites. I
would not have a clue if I was not provided with the right information and safety measures
and would probably not be a very happy worker either.”
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TIPS
It’s also important to consider the implications of the
local hunting seasons. At Havsnäs, this is for mainly elk
and bear. In one instance there were workers who were
rather puzzled by the fact that there were people with
rifles walking around on site. In this situation, information
cannot be too abundant for everybody’s safety.

Reindeer and snowmobile traffic
Another thing which sets a northern wind farm apart is
the occurrence of reindeer, which roam freely in herds or
smaller groups. You may come close to them, especially
when driving a snowmobile. The reindeer are not wild, but
have owners.

The following might be worth sharing with your
transporters/drivers to minimise the effects of
a game incident such as a collision (e.g. with
reindeer, bear, wolf, wolverine, lynx, elk and/or
eagle).
Pay special attention when driving at dusk and
dawn. This is when animals tend to migrate. If you
have a game collision this is a shortlist of safety
measures:

For safety reasons do as follows when you approach a
reindeer herd: (source: Nationella Snöskoterrådet)
•

Slow down or stop. Usually the reindeer then move
off the snowmobile track, especially if there are
reindeer tracks on the side. Drive by quietly.

•

If they do not move off the track, it can be because
they feel stressed or they are not able to find any
suitable place to go. Stop, turn off the motor and
wait awhile.

•

If the reindeer do not move off the track. Drive
slowly behind them or turn around. If you come to
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Warn others by putting out your warning
triangle

•

Attend to injured people

•

Call the emergency services on 112. Ask for the
police and leave directions (reindeer and other
domestic animals should initially be collected by
their owners, but if in doubt contact the police)

•

Mark the location of the collision with an
orange marker band, a plastic bag or anything
else that helps you locate where the injured
animal is located.
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an opening in the woods, a bog or something similar,
stop the snowmobiles. One of the snowmobiles should
then drive slowly on a detour around the reindeer and
take a position on the trail a bit further ahead, which
usually causes the reindeer to move off the track. The
reindeer follow one another so wait until all of the
reindeer have left the track.
If there are black plastic bags set up by the snowmobile track,
it means that there are reindeer in the area.

LEARN MORE
•
•

Jaktförordningen; SFS 1987:905
Nationella Snöskoterrådet (National council
of Snowmobiles)

www.snoskoterradet.se

An ongoing systematic approach to Work
Environment Management

Magnus MattssoN
Development Project Manager

We would now like to return to the importance of external monitoring, project management and other
necessary steps needed to safeguard the work environment in a major wind farm project.

Project management
What do you think is the most important thing Nordisk Vindkraft did to safeguard health and safety?
Magnus: What I feel is a trademark for us is that we do not back down from risk awareness. We do not compromise on
safety to be a faster developer. This has been proven to be prudent again and again. Success comes through having a
systematic approach.
What do you mean by a “systematic approach”?
Magnus: Being able to dedicate the right amount of time, money and resources to prevent ill-health and accident means
that you provide a solid foundation. In addition, it is vital to have the ability to see the larger picture, having a holistic view
58

of the project. You should think about your ability to realise the implications of your decisions even at an early stage.
This is also why it is important to have a comprehensive legal awareness. Make sure you are briefed about upcoming
changes, as this gives you an advantage and you can act proactively instead of reactively.
How do you make sure you have the right level of
knowledge and awareness?

LEARN MORE

Magnus: In the Havsnäs project, Nordisk Vindkraft sought
legal advice whenever we went into unchartered territory.
This might sound expensive, but it is important to realise
that we are talking about a substantial investment. Like with
most other investment, it will take some time before you
start seeing the pay-off. In this case your investment is made
to prevent people getting hurt. We must also safeguard the
reputation of our industry as an attractive field to work in.
It is easier to focus on the physical implications rather
than the more psychological effects. What’s your view
on this?

The wind industry is largely characterised by projects and
matrix structures. There are often consultant and temporary
workers dedicated to one specific project. The employer of
these people carries long-term responsibility for them and
must make sure to include these workers in their systematic
work to prevent ill-health and accidents.
Informaton brochure: Arbetsmiljöansvar – för personal som
är inhyrd eller arbetar på tillfälliga arbetsplatser (Ref. No
H432) Available via www.av.se
Arbetsmiljölagen; SFS 1977:1160
Arbetsmiljöförordningen; SFS 1977:1166
Systematiskt arbetsmiljöarbete; AFS 2001:01

Magnus: Again, time and resources is the short answer
to this rather complex question. Project management is
all about dealing with the unknown and trying to foresee
consequences. The physical implications are more tangible
than the often more subtle psychological effects. I think it is a two-fold issue that you must be able to tackle- ie the
work environment situations for the project staff and the implications for all other groups and individuals who will
be affected by the decisions you make. I definitely see the importance of bringing work environment into Project
Management. If you are looking for an ‘eye-opener’ effect you might want to consider bringing in incentives to
underline the importance of the issue.
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Specification and Design
As mentioned in the judicial framework at the beginning of this guide, the more knowledge and awareness you have
during the early phases of your project, the more likely you are to be able to manage
the implications that follow during the entire lifespan of the wind farm.
There will always be limitations to the number of requirements you can add to your
specifications and the number of design changes you can allow. When discussing
these matters with engineers involved in the early design stages, they stress the
importance of minimising the gaps between different professions in a wind farm
project. A typical comment would be;

“We might have had fewer on-site changes, if we had brought in the construction
people earlier in the design process. The involvement of local people with profound
knowledge of the soft material we had to deal with might also have been wise.
Handling design variations throughout the project has great implications for health
and safety”
In short:
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•

When responsible for specification and design you need a holistic
understanding of the entire process of constructing, operating, servicing and
ultimately dismantling the wind farm.

•

The local conditions might add additional requirements which you have not
experienced in other locations. (Extreme hot or cold weather, wind-chill, wear and tear of material, ground
conditions etc.)

•

Where design changes are identified as necessary they
should be reviewed with all interested parties at the
earliest opportunity. Make sure you have people with a
profound understanding of work environment issues and
the associated rules and regulations when decisions are
being made.

Turbine design
Our industry is rather conservative when it comes to turbine
choice. Close relations with the turbine supplier and the ability
to impact are important, not least from an O&M perspective.
One good example of the turbine design´s impact on health and
safety would be whether or not the turbine is fitted with a lift. The ability to use a lift instead of climbing has great
implications on the human body, both in the short and long term. It also increases the number of turbines you are
able to climb in a certain time-span, which is important also from a manning perspective.
The fact that the turbine in itself is such a tall structure adds complexity to repair, service and maintenance. It is quite
different changing a large gearbox 100 metres up, from a similar operation at ground level. This also increases the
importance of longer service intervals, good accessibility and sufficient working space within the turbine for safe
working conditions.
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Procurement
Would you like to elaborate on your experience of procurement?

Mats Gyllklint
Construction Project Manager

Mats: Before even considering a contractor we use a qualifying questionnaire where we ask the
company to share their approach to Work Environment Management. We also ask for references and
their statistics on incidents and accidents. When a contractor is through this initial ‘key-hole’ we send
them as extensive set of materials describing our requirements and expectations. This then becomes part
of the tender. We also stipulate attendance requirements for all safety meetings. If we did not ask for this, it might well
be excluded in the quotations we receive.
What weight do you give Work Environment Management in your selection process?
Mats: When we compare different contractors the weight of the work environment criteria is substantial. The contractor
is now given the opportunity to let us know more about its work environment organisation and procedures. The chosen
contractors then need to deliver the material as agreed in the contract. The risk assessments, method statements and
other relevant material are then closely monitored, along with agreed working procedures, throughout the project.
How do you ensure that Work Environment Management stays as a prioritised matter?
Mats: I suppose one important matter is that we have made Work Environment Management an incentive which can
be reversed if the agreed deal is not delivered. You must also remember that it is just as important to scrutinise the final
delivery of information and documents, which will make the O&M and the ownership of the wind farm safe.
What kind of information and documents do you mean?
Mats: There is a great deal of information that needs to be passed on. The ‘as-built drawings’ and service manuals are
two good examples.
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Emergency procedures

Ingemar Norlén
Work Environment Inspector,
Arbetsmiljöverket

Despite all efforts and preparations made, incidents and accidents may occur.
We have not been completely spared at Havsnäs. One important thing Nordisk
Vindkraft would like emphasise is to keep an open dialogue from day one with Arbetsmiljöverket and
Elsäkerhetsverket (National Electrical Safety Board) as well as the local Rescue Services.

At Havsnäs the work environment inspectors Ingemar Norlén and Agneta Axelsson were important contacts. This is their
view on Havsnäs Wind Farm:
What was your initial contact with and experience of Havsnäs Wind Farm?
Ingemar: Initially we made a study visit to learn more about the preparations made when building a large wind farm. The
first experience we had was very positive. The Assistant Site Manager, Margareta Stark, gave us the induction training
and after the visit we were actually rather impressed. We had been shown a really structured way of managing work
environment issues at site. What we felt stood out was how much detail and focus was given to risk assessment and
procedures. It seemed that the written material was extensive.
I understand that there was additional contact?
Ingemar: Yes, the second time we were in contact was after an incident had
been reported involving a mobile crane. This was in July 2009. Fortunately
there were no injuries reported.
Please elaborate on the events that followed.

Agneta Axelsson
Work Environment Inspector,
Arbetsmiljöverket

Ingemar: I know that the company flew in experts the following day after the incident had occurred. We were then
provided with an extensive investigation report. We scrutinised this material and in the end we felt that we could close
the matter. The Project Manager, Mats Gyllklint, also provided us with an oral briefing which helped us get answers to our
questions.
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Is there anything in particular you identified at Havsnäs which you would like to share with other
companies in the Swedish wind industry?
Agneta: What I would like to stress is the need to really focus on the civil engineering and infrastructure. The more
investigations you make before you start building the tracks, the less risk you end up having with transports and
supply of material. Initially I did not fully realise to what degree there are electrical hazards to take into account. You
cannot be too careful when dealing with electricity. You must always work pro-actively and in close co-operation with
the contractors. I would like to stress the importance of keeping all sub-contractors, on all levels, in the loop.
One additional thing I have learnt is that the
more local knowledge there is, the safer the work
environment. A good example would be the
knowledge and know-how you need to work
safely on the bogs we have in our district, along
with the severe weather conditions we have. If
you contract people from other parts of the world
you need to be very explicit about the conditions
they are going to face.
It’s interesting that we share the same
experience. Is there anything you would like
to add Ingemar?
Ingemar: Yes, when we made a third visit it was
together with the turbine provider. This time we
wanted to focus on Work Environment Management during O&M. One thing that really stands out is the ability to
be able to handle rescue from the turbines. The long-term effect of manual work is also worth mentioning. We were
given an example by a turbine provider where a single bolt weighed 20-25 kgs. Knowing that there are more than 100
bolts on each turbine, it is not difficult to see the importance.
64

LEARN MORE
It is of the outmost importance to follow the statutory requirements on reporting work-related fatalities, injuries or
incidents involving a number of employees. The same requirements follow if a serious incident occurs which could
have led to severe physical or psychological impacts.
Report via web to Arbetsmiljöverket: www.av.se/blanketter/paragraf2/index.aspx
For more information: www.av.se/Aktuellt/arbetsolyckor/
Arbetsskadeförsäkring och statligt personskadeskydd; SFS 1977:284
Arbetsmiljöförordningen; SFS 1977:1166, section 2.
Första hjälpen och krisstöd; AFS 1999:07
Electrical incidents and accidents
All incidents and accidents involving electricity must be reported to Elsäkerhetsverket.
Report via web to Elsäkerhetsverket www.elsakerhetsverket.se/sv/Elolyckor/Anmalan-av-elolycka/
Information material: Vägledning vid elskada www.elsakerhetsverket.se

The Rescue Service – availability and resources
We would also like to stress the importance of fully understanding the availability and limitations of the local Rescue
Services.

Challenges we faced at Havsnäs
Remotely located site:
•

If a helicopter is available for a rescue operation, it will take at least 40 minutes. An ambulance will take at least 60
minutes.
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The Rescue Service – availability and
resources
We would also like to stress the importance of fully understanding
the availability and limitations of the local Rescue Services.

hallenges we faced at Havsnäs
Remotely located site:
•

If a helicopter is available for a rescue operation, it will take
at least 40 minutes. An ambulance will take at least 60
minutes.

“

We must be able to use the

defibrillator or get somebody down from
the turbine. There is simply not always

(Margareta Stark, Assistant Site Manager)

Limited resources and know-how:
•

Not many people at the Rescue Services are trained and able to deal with rescue operations from a turbine.
Resources might also be very limited; many of these services work limited hours and might even operate on a
voluntary basis.

Example of mitigations made:
•
•
•
•
•
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”

enough time to wait for help to arrive.

Introduction tour provided for the local Rescue Services. Relevant coordinates and information provided.
Defibrillator on site [?] and trained people able to operate it.
First-aid kit in all vehicles.
Posted information and signs showing how to act in an emergency.
Always at least two rescue-trained staff members present at site, which enables us to get four people down from

•

a turbine tower in a couple of minutes.
Rescue material kept in hermetically-sealed bags to withstand wear and tear from the wind and the cold climate.

Documented Safety Management System
Part of having a systematic approach and conducting your business in line with the statutory requirements of systematiskt
arbetsmiljöarbete; AFS 2001:01 is to have documents supporting your operations and actions. This includes a Work
Environment Policy, written delegations, risk assessments and method
statements.
Georgina Rofique
Can you tell us more about the documented management system?

RES Group
Health and Safety Advisor

Georgina: Nordisk Vindkraft has a very firm conviction when it comes to safeguarding health and safety
and uses risk assessments and method statements as a back-bone in everything we do. We put the same
requirements on our contractors, which might be an unusual situation in some cases.
When asking your contractors at Havsnäs about their learned experience, some said that they sometimes
felt that the sheer volume of documents might be an obstacle to foster an effective approach to Work
Environment Management on site.
Georgina: We have been very detailed about our paperwork at Havsnäs and maybe we need some time to reach the best
ultimate situation. Most importantly, we most certainly share a common interest with our contractors of running a safe
operation.
How are risk assessments used?
Georgina: We try and conduct risk assessments for all work where potential risks are identified. We look at the hazards
for each task and the people carrying out the work to identify where these hazards might lead to unacceptable levels
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of risk. The assessments are then used to put control measures in place. It could be changes to a work process,
materials used or the training provided.
And permits to work?
Georgina: Yes, ‘Permits to Work’ is a written formal system for high risk activities to ensure identified control
measures are in place and adhered to before work begins. These indentify who is authorised to do the work and
when they are authorised to work, to allow the site management to control the hazards and risks associated with
different contractors’ works. On a Nordisk Vindkraft site you would find Permits to Work for excavations, installed
equipment, hot work and many more things.
What about the method statements?
Georgina: The method statements are documents which outline the step-by-step process to be followed for the
task and ensure that all the safe working practices identified in the risk assessment are followed.

Audits and inspections
Audits and inspections were carried out during the Havsnäs project to ensure compliance with the requirements
of legislation, Nordisk Vindkraft´s Safety Management System, codes of practice and other material prepared to
ensure that safe working procedures are established.
On a Nordisk Vindkraft construction site the Site Management conducts several inspections both on a daily and a
weekly roster. External expertise is also brought in. The study visits conducted by Arbetsmiljöverket have also been
important.
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Nordisk Vindkraft has aspired to make this guide a life-like description
Arne Lorenzen
of our gained experience during the Havsnäs project. Hopefully it
Managing Director
will be beneficial for you and add to your interest in and commitment
to Work Environment Management. In conclusion, Nordisk Vindkraft
would like to extend our gratitude to all who have contributed to the completion of this study.
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Glossary
AFS					
Arbetsmiljö				
Arbetsmiljöförordningen			
Arbetsmiljölagen				
Arbetsmiljöplan				
Arbetsmiljöverket 			
BAS-P					
BAS-U					
Elsäkerhetsverket				
ELSÄK-FS				
Energimyndigheten			
Ergonomisällskapet			
ESA					
Föreskrift					
O&M					
Personlig skyddsutrustning			
RES Ltd					
SFS					
SIS					
Snöskoterrådet				
Svensk Vindenergi				
Trafikverket				
Transportstyrelsen				
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Arbetsmiljöverkets författningssamling
Work Environment
Work Environment Ordinance
Work Environment Act
Health and Safety plan
Swedish Work Environment Authority or SWEA
Byggarbetsmiljösamordnare för planering och projektering
Byggarbetsmiljösamordnare för utförande
National Electrical Safety Board
Elsäkerhetsverkets författningssamling
Swedish Energy Agency
Ergonomics Foundation
Elsäkerhetsanvisningar
Provision
Operation & Maintenance
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Renewable Energy Systems Ltd
Svensk författningssamling
Swedish Standardisations Institute
National Council of Snowmobiles
Swedish Wind Energy
Swedish Transport Administration
Swedish Transport Agency
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